
JOB DESCRIPTION

SBL Marketing Funnel Specialist
What’s the gig?

Do you speak ‘funnel’? Do you think about things like landing page offers, up-sells, split-tests and
order bumps as you’re trying to go to sleep? Are you looking for an opportunity to join a
fast-moving, multi-million dollar business that will support you to hone your skills?

Scott's Bass Lessons (SBL), the world’s largest online bass guitar education platform, is looking
for a full-stack funnel builder, who will collaborate with the marketing team to turn funnel ideas
into funnel reality. We’re looking to increase the speed and agility with which we can deploy paid
traffic funnels, without sacrificing beautiful branding or quality assurance. Reporting to the Head
of Marketing, our Marketing Funnel Specialist will:

● Conceptualize, create, build and optimize funnels that generate leads and conversions
● Use a range of digital tools to track and evaluate performance against targets
● Work with the the broad team to specify content that will drive exceptional results
● Collect data, report on results and iterate towards excellence

About us

Scotts Bass Lessons is one of the leading and most promising music focused online learning
companies on the planet. We’ve dominated the global bass guitar education market for the last
decade with over 40,000 current students and more than 2 million followers on our social
channels. We will be taking our online learning model into different instrument verticals with the
vision of becoming the world's leading online music education platform.

Responsibilities

You will work closely with the marketing team to build successful funnels that generate a lead list
from multiple channels including web, mobile, live chat, social media, lead forms and more. This
role requires a strong understanding of conversion-focused marketing and relies on catchy offers
that motivate leads to provide contact information. The Marketing Funnel Specialist will be
responsible for building creative follow-up sequences to nurture leads. You will build automated
lead-nurture campaigns and distribute content across a variety of platforms for lead generation
and lead conversion.
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● Plan - Work with the whole marketing team to establish goals, design and build funnels
that increase lead generation and drive conversions to our products and membership

● Build - Deploy your technical skills to build funnels, modify drip sequences, write
conversion-focused copy and design landing pages.

● Project manage - Move projects forward, setting and following timelines and
expectations, prioritizing tasks, and ensuring deadlines are met.

● Optimize - Build, test, maintain and update lead-generating campaigns, identifying
opportunities and goals for performance optimization.

● Quality assure - Ensure that all work is high-quality and follows our internal design
guidance.

● Measure - Set challenging but realistic goals against which to measure performance.
These goals should be actionable, achievable, and include growth projections.

● Report - Develop an effective reporting cadence and data mix that helps senior
leadership and the wider team to understand the health of the campaigns.

Who you are

● Ownership - You have a strong ownership mentality, always taking responsibility for
what’s on your desk, the outcomes, and being empowered to make the decisions that will
lead to those outcomes.

● Marketing mindset - You’re able to think creatively. You put yourself in our students’
shoes to prioritize marketing needs, develop corresponding strategies and produce the
desired results.

● Task Prioritization - You’re able to prioritize, effectively managing resources to triage
optimize outcomes and growth.

● Great communication - You’re able to effectively communicate internally with the team to
answer questions, relay information and negotiate your requirements.

● Attention to detail - You have exceptional attention to detail and the desire to
communicate effectively and identify areas for improvement.

● ‘Big Picture’ thinking and knowledge of digital marketing - You understand the bigger
picture across the business in terms of our business goals and how digital marketing
helps us to achieve them.

● Take pride in your work - You’re willing to take on any project, big or small, and put
everything you have into it. Mistakes are okay. Sloppiness is not.

● Keen analytical skills - You will need a deep understanding of marketing metrics and
KPIs, along with the ability to dissect and solve problems through data.

● Curiosity - You should have a knack for tinkering and figuring things out, looking at things
from all angles inside and out to find a solution. While we are a team and value the ability
to ask for help, we need someone who is self-sufficient, curious and is able to figure
things out.



Minimum qualifications

● 3 years or more of experience in this specific role
● Strong figure-it-out mentality
● Strong writing and editing skills
● Experience writing or editing copy for marketing and conversion
● End-to-end marketing lead funnel setup and implementation
● Eye for web design and general design ratios
● Strong communication skills in team and client settings
● Landing page development and implementation
● Understanding of social and ads reporting and implementation
● Graphic design experience
● Experience analyzing marketing analytics and tracking campaign performance

The ideal personality

Our perfect fit is someone who is a problem solver who understands the difference between
“yes, and…” and “yes, but…”. You should be a hungry, focused personality with a positive attitude
and a deep desire to deliver. Working in the music education sector means going the extra mile,
and we need someone who is always willing to rise to the occasion and strives to put forward
beautiful work that exceeds expectations. Someone who is detailed and organized, driven and
displays vigor and comes ready to play every day. Confidence, self-discipline, and a congenial,
curious mind are things we love and admire.

Final thoughts

● This is a full-time, remotely based position
● We can offer either an employed or contracted position
● We prefer that you’re located in a timezone no more than +/- 5 hours GMT
● The team’s language for communication is English

If you’re thinking: “This is totally me!” then please apply using the online form linked below. We
can’t wait to meet you!

ONLINE APPLICATION FORM

https://admin460883.typeform.com/to/QM6cJJ7b

